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FRAGO 1 TO HQDA EXORD 219-20 CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE

Originator: DA WASHINGTON DC
TOR: 10/06/2020 03:22:11
DTG: 0603162 Oct 20
Prec: Priority
DAC: General

ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY ARLINGTON VA, ARNG NGB COMOPS ARLINGTON VA, ARNG NGB J3 JOC WASHINGTON DC,
ARNGRC ARLINGTON VA, ARNGRC WATCH ARLINGTON VA, CDR 5 ARMY NORTH AOC FT SAM HOUSTON TX, CDR ARMY FUTURES
COMMAND AUSTIN TX, CDR ATEC ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD, CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CENTRAL TASKING DIV FT BRAGG NC,
CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CURRENT OPS FT BRAGG NC, CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CURRENT OPS FT BRAGG NC, CDR FORSCOM DCS G3
WATCH OFFICER FT BRAGG NC, CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 WATCH OFFICER FT BRAGG NC, CDR MDW J6 FT MCNAIR DC, CDR MDW
JFHQ-NCR FT MCNAIR DC, CDR NETCOM 9THSC FT HUACHUCA AZ, CDR TRADOC CG FT EUSTIS VA, CDR TRADOC DCS G-3-5-7 OPNS
CTR FT EUSTIS VA, CDR USAR NORTH FT SAM HOUSTON TX, CDR USARCENT SHAW AFB SC, CDR USAEUR WIESBADEN GE, CDR
USASOC COMMAND CENTER FT BRAGG NC, CDR USASOC FT BRAGG NC, CDR USASOC MESSAGE CENTER FT BRAGG NC, CDR3RD
ARMY USARCENT WATCH OFFICER SHAW AFB SC, CDR3RD REDSTONE ARSENAL AL, CDR3RD FORSCOM FT BRAGG NC, CDR3RD
HCRC G3 DCSOPS FT KNOX KY, CDR3NSCOM FT BELVOIR VA, CDR3NSCOMIOC FT BELVOIR VA, CDR3NSCOMIOC FT BELVOIR VA,
CDR3NSCOMIOC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRMDW WASHINGTON DC, CDRUSACE

To: WASHINGTON DC, CDRUSACD CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA,
CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA,

CC: WASHINGTON DC, CDRUSACD CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA, CDRUSACB CIC FT BELVOIR VA,


PAUUZATZ RUEADN4941 2B80321-UUUU--RJAAAA RUEADMD.
ZNR UUUU
P 0603162 OCT 20
FM DA WASHINGTON DC
TO RJAAAA/ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY ARLINGTON VA
RJAAAA/ARNG NGB COMOPS ARLINGTON VA
RJAAAA/ARNG NGB J3 JOC WASHINGTON DC
RJAAAA/ARNGRC ARLINGTON VA
RJAAAA/ARNGRC WATCH ARLINGTON VA
RJAAAA/CDR 5 ARMY NORTH AOC FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RJAAAA/CDR ARMY FUTURES COMMAND AUSTIN TX
RJAAAA/CDR ATEC ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND MD
RJAAAA/CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CENTRAL TASKING DIV FT BRAGG NC
RJAAAA/CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CURRENT OPS FT BRAGG NC
RJAAAA/CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 CURRENT OPS FT BRAGG NC
RJAAAA/CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 WATCH OFFICER FT BRAGG NC
RJAAAA/CDR FORSCOM DCS G3 WATCH OFFICER FT BRAGG NC
RJAAAA/CDR MDW J6 FT MCNAIR DC
RJAAAA/CDR MDW JFHQ-NCR FT MCNAIR DC
RJAAAA/CDR NETCOM 9THSC FT HUACHUCA AZ
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RUIAAA/CDR TRADOC CG FT EUSTIS VA
RUIAAA/CDR TRADOC DCS G-3-5-7 OPNS CTR FT EUSTIS VA
RUIAAA/CDR USAR NORTH FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUIAAA/CDR USARCENT SHAW AFB SC
RUIAAA/CDR USAREUR WIESBADEN GE
RUIAAA/CDR USASOC COMMAND CENTER FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/CDR USASOC FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/CDR USASOC MESSAGE CENTER FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/CDR3RD ARMY USARCENT WATCH OFFICER SHAW AFB SC
RUIAAA/CDRACM REDSTONE ARSENAL AL
RUIAAA/CDRFORSCOM FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/CDRHC G3 DCSOPS FT KNOX KY
RUIAAA/CDRINSCOM FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRINSCOMIOC FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRMDW WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/CDRuSACE WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/CDRUSACDFT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRUSACYBER FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRUSACYBER G3 FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRUSACYBER G33 FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRUSAEIGHT G3 CURPS SEOUL KOR
RUIAAA/CDRUSAEIGHT SEOUL KOR
RUIAAA/CDRUSAFRICA VENICEA IT
RUIAAA/CDRUSAMEDCOM FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUIAAA/CDRUSARC G33 READ FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/CDRUSARYBER WATCH OFFICER FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/CDRUSARPAC CG FT SHAFTER HI
RUIAAA/CDRUSARPAC FT SHAFTER HI
RUIAAA/COMMT USAWC CARLISLE BARRACKS PA
RUIAAA/HQ IMCOM FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUIAAA/HQ INSCOM IOC FT BELVOIR VA
RUIAAA/HQ SDDC CMD GROUP SCOTT AFB IL
RUIAAA/HQ SDSC OPS MSG CNTR SCOTT AFB IL
RUIAAA/HQ USARSO FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUIAAA/HQ USARSO G3 FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUEAOW/HQDA ARMY STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA CSA WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA EXEC OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA IMCOM OPS DIO WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA SEC ARMY WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA SECRETARIAL WASHINGTON DC
RUEAOW/HQDA SURG GEN WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/MEDCOM HQ MED FT SAM HOUSTON TX
RUIAAA/NETCOM G3 CURRENT OPS FT HUACHUCA AZ
RUIAAA/NGB WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/SMDC ARSTRAT CG ARLINGTON VA
RUIAAA/SMDC ARSTRAT G3 ARLINGTON VA
RUIAAA/SUPERINTENDENT USMA WEST POINT NY
RUIAAA/SURGEON GEN FALLS CHurch VA
RUIAAA/USAR AROC FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/USAR CMD GRP FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/USAR DCS G33 OPERATIONS FT BRAGG NC
RUIAAA/USARCENT G3 FWD
RUIAAA/USARPAC COMMAND CENTER FT SHAFTER HI
INFO RUIAAA/HQDA ADC DAMO OOD OPS AND CONT PLANS WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/HQDA ADC G3 DAMO CAT OPSWATCH WASHINGTON DC
RUIAAA/HQDA ADC G3 DAMO OD DIR OPS READ AND MOB WASHINGTON DC
BT
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SUBJ/FRAGO 1 TO HQDA EXORD 219-20 CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE
FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION (UPDATED)
(U) REFERENCES:
REF/A/ [CHANGE TO READ] MEMORANDUM, ASA(MARA), DATED: 03 SEPTEMBER 2020, UPDATED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR MEMBERS OF THE SELECTED RESERVE OF THE READY RESERVE AND MEMBERS OF THE ACTIVE COMPONENT FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION (ANNEX A)/
REF/B/ MEMORANDUM, USD, DATED: 31 AUGUST 2020, COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER IN THE CASE OF ANGE SAMMA V. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ET AL., CASE NO. 20-01104 (ANNEX B)/
REF/C/ MEMORANDUM, USD, DATED: 24 APRIL 2020, CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION (ANNEX C)/
REF/D/ MEMORANDUM, ASA(MARA), DATED: 19 FEBRUARY 2020, DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO CERTIFY HONORABLE SERVICE OF MEMBERS OF THE SELECTED RESERVE OF THE READY RESERVE AND MEMBERS OF THE ACTIVE COMPONENT FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION (ANNEX D)/
REF/F/ MEMORANDUM, ASA(MARA), DATED: 26 OCTOBER 2018, RESUME SEPARATION ACTIONS PERTAINING TO MEMBERS OF THE DELAYED ENTRY PROGRAM (DEP) AND DELAYED TRAINING PROGRAM (DTP) RECRUITED THROUGH THE MILITARY ACCESSIONS VITAL TO NATIONAL INTEREST (MAVIN) PILOT PROGRAM (ANNEX F)/
REF/G/ MEMORANDUM, ASA(MARA), DATED: 27 OCTOBER 2017, CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION FOR MEMBERS OF THE SELECTED RESERVE OF THE READY RESERVE (ANNEX G)/
REF/I/ HQDA EXORD 219-20 CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION, DTD: 0421182 JUN 20/

NARR// (U) THIS IS FRAGO 1 TO HQDA EXORD 219-20 CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION. FRAGO 1 PROVIDES UPDATED GUIDANCE ON THE CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION AND ExtENDS THE EXPIRATION DATE OF HQDA EXORD 219-20 FROM 01 JUNE 2021 TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2021//

2. (U) MISSION. NO CHANGE.

3. (U) EXECUTION.

3.A. (U) CONCEPT OF THE OPERATION.

3.A.1. (U) [CHANGE TO READ] IAW REFERENCE A, ANY COMMANDING ARMY OFFICER SERVING IN THE GRADE OF COLONEL OR HIGHER IS AUTHORIZED TO CERTIFY HONORABLE SERVICE FOR PURPOSES OF NATURALIZATION OF MEMBERS OF THE SELECTED RESERVE OF THE READY RESERVE AND MEMBERS OF THE ACTIVE COMPONENT REGARDLESS OF RECRUITMENT PROGRAM.

3.A.2. (U) [RESTATED] IAW REFERENCE A, UPON RECEIPT FROM A QUALIFIED APPLICANT OF THE USCIS FORM N-426, "REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF MILITARY OR NAVAL SERVICE," THE CERTIFYING OFFICIAL WILL PROCESS IT WITH PRIORITY AND RETURN IT TO THE SERVICE MEMBER CONCERNED WITHIN 30 CALENDAR DAYS OF SUBMISSION.


3.B. (U) TASKS TO ARMY STAFF AND SUBORDINATE UNITS.

3.B.1. (U) COMMANDER, U.S. ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC). NO CHANGE.

3.B.2. (U) COMMANDER, U.S. ARMY FORCES COMMAND (FORSCOM). NO CHANGE.

3.B.3. (U) COMMANDER, U.S. ARMY MATERIAL COMMAND (AMC). NO CHANGE.

3.B.4. (U) COMMANDER, U.S. ARMY FUTURES COMMAND (AFC). NO CHANGE.

3.B.5. (U) DIRECTOR, ARMY NATIONAL GUARD (ARNG). NO CHANGE.

3.B.6. (U) HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY (HQDA) STAFF ELEMENTS. NO CHANGE.

3.B.7. (U) COMMANDERS, ARMY SERVICE COMPONENT COMMANDS (ASCC). NO CHANGE.

3.B.8. (U) COMMANDERS, DIRECT REPORTING UNITS (DRU). NO CHANGE.

4. (U) SUSTAINMENT. NOT USED.

5. (U) COMMAND AND SIGNAL.

5.A. (U) COMMAND. ALL ORGANIZATIONS, UNITS AND STAFFS REFERENCED IN THIS ORDER ARE IN SUPPORT OF HQDA DCS, G-1.

5.B. (U) SIGNAL.

5.B.1. (U) HQDA DCS, G-1 (DAPE-MPA) POINT OF CONTACT: [REDACTED]
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5.B.2. (U) HQ, USARC POINT OF CONTACT: [REDACTED]

5.B.3. (U) HQ, ARNG POINT OF CONTACT: [REDACTED]

6. (U) THE EXPIRATION DATE OF THIS FRAGO COINCIDES WITH THE NEW
EXPIRATION DATE OF HQDA EXORD 21-20 ON 30 SEPTEMBER 2021, UNLESS
FORMALLY RESCINDED OR SUPERSEDED.

ACKNOWLEDGE:

ATTACHMENTS:
ANNEX A - UPDATED CERTIFICATION OF HONORABLE SERVICE (MRA SIGNED) (03 SEP 2020).
ANNEX B - USD MEMO COMPLIANCE TO COURT ORDER (31 AUG 2020).
ANNEX C - USD MEMO (24 APR 2020).
ANNEX D - ASA(MRA) MEMO (19 FEB 2020).
ANNEX E - ASA(MRA) MEMO (07 FEB 2020).
ANNEX F - ASA(MRA) MEMO (26 OCT 2018).
ANNEX G - ASA(MRA) MEMO (27 OCT 2017).
ANNEX H - USD MEMO (13 OCT 2017).
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